MEASURING THE CHANGES IN AGGREGATE CYCLING PATTERNS BETWEEN 2003 AND 2012 FROM A SPACE SYNTAX PERSPECTIVE
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Abstract

Space syntax is a set of techniques and theory that investigates relationships between spatial layout and a range of social, economic and environmental phenomena. Research in space syntax has shown how spatial layout influences on pedestrian movement (Hillier & Iida, 2005), vehicular movement (Penn et al., 1998), cyclist movement (Radford et al., 2005) and public transport volume. (Law et al., 2011) There has been a surge of interest on cycling in London this past 10 years that had resulted in the introduction of the Barclays Cycle Superhighway and Barclays Cycling Hiring Scheme. (TfL, 2010) Despite the continuous investment in cycling infrastructure, there has been little understanding of cycling activity patterns in general and in particular on the effect spatial configuration. The research objective is to measure the impact on how cycling behaviour have changed and to measure the impact these cycling infrastructure have on cycling route choice in comparison to previous research. We propose to first compare cyclist movement between 2003 and 2012 in describing the changes on travel behaviour in London. Initial findings suggests over 1000%+ increase on cycling movements on some routes. We will then propose a cyclist movement model by correlating cyclist movement value with spatial layout attributes, safety attributes, infrastructure attributes and urban character attributes. The correlation analysis will allow us to assess the uplift created by the Cycling Superhighway 07 (CS07) introduced in 2011 and to compare its results with other cycling routes in the system. Despite the introduction of CS7, initial findings suggest majority of cyclists still prefer to cycle along the most direct route of Elephant and Castle. This behaviour is line with previous research findings where commuting cyclists prefer to use major routes offering direct connections over secondary more quieter routes. These results will help us to better understand the trade off between cycling safety and cycling legibility which could help inform cycling route design in the future.
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1.0 Background

The year of 2007 marked the transition from a majority rural world population to one dominated by urban dwellers. Among other things, this shift to cities has increased the need to improve sustainable and active forms of transport, otherwise commonly known as walking and cycling. With the reassessment of the value of living in central areas a number of cities have managed a reduction in the use of private cars. Cycling has moved to the forefront of the design, planning and transport agenda. (Briggs 2012) Cycling in London is growing at a fast pace, with reported yearly increases of 9.2% in cycling numbers as recorded by Transport for London (TfL) on the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN). London also aims to have a target growth of a 400% increase in cycling by 2026 compared with 2001 levels (107.2% increases recorded in 2008 over 2001 base levels) Along the uptake of cycling, London’s major has announced a 1 billion pound budget for cycling projects in London. The Barclays Cycling Hiring Scheme or ‘Boris bikes’ continues to grow as does the London Cycle Superhighway (TfL 2010).

Despite continuous investment in cycling infrastructure, there is a lack of an evidence-based understanding of cycling activity patterns and in particular on the role that of spatial configuration has on cycling activity. The surge of interest in cycling represents an opportunity to study the attributes influencing cycling route choice and more interestingly to look at the evolution of cycling movement patterns. (TfL 2012) The aim of this paper is therefore to measure the impact of how cycling behaviour have changed overtime and to measure the impact these cycling infrastructure have on cycling route choice in comparison to previous research. These results will help us to better understand the trade off between cycling safety and cycling legibility which can help inform cycling route design in the future.

2.0 Research question

In transportation, cycling research has focused on stated preference studies and discrete choice models in transport demand management. Previous transport studies have identified the following criteria influencing cyclist movement; distance, time, effort, number of junctions, number of traffic lights, pleasantness, attractions, quality of pavement, protection from weather, crowdedness, gradient, personal and traffic safety. (Hopkinson et al 1989) In a study to identify the extents of these criteria; distance, pleasantness and safety were identified as the most important attributes for cyclists. (Westerdijk 1990) What is missing in transportation research is a better understanding of how spatial configuration and accessibility influence cyclist movement patterns. Moreover there is a need to have a quantitative assessment of the relation between providing legible direct routes versus safe but less direct and segregated routes. Finally, the understanding of how cycling activity patterns have changed over time can provide useful insights on future cycling trends.

This paper builds on previous configuration and cognition studies using the techniques and methods of space syntax. Space syntax applies methods in graph theory to study the configuration of spatial networks in cities. (Hillier and Hanson 1984). An important aspect of space syntax is theorising the relationship between space and movement. Key to this idea is the theory of natural movement (Hillier et al. 1993) and spatial cognition. (Peponis et al. 1990) In transport studies, space syntax measures were shown empirically to relate strongly to pedestrian flows and vehicular flows, (Penn et al. 1998; Hillier and lida 2005) public transport passenger volume. (Law, Chiaradia & Schwander 2012) In legibility and spatial cognition research, space syntax measures have shown empirically to relate to wayfinding and mental maps. (Kim and Penn 2004) In cycling research, the seminal paper from Radford, Gil and Chiaradia has found spatial configuration to correlate strongly with observed aggregate cycling
movement through a multiple variable regression framework. (Radford et al. 2005) This research also found inconclusively that cyclist at an individual level follows neither metric shortest path nor angular shortest path. What appears missing in previous space syntax literature on cycling behaviour are two folds; one is the limited research in cycling route choice at an individual basis and second is limited research in looking at how cycling movement pattern changes overtime.

As a result, this research in particular will extend on previous cycling research and contribute to the latter where changes in cycling movement and cycling behaviour are examined overtime and specifically studying the trade-off between cycling safety and cycling accessibility.

The key questions of this paper are:

1. To what extent does spatial configuration influence aggregate cycling movement overtime?
2. To what extent does the introduction cycling infrastructure influences cyclist movement patterns overtime?

3.0 Research Approach

This research uses a pedestrian and cyclist movement patterns sample collected in London’s Elephant & Castle area in 2003 and 2012. In this period the area has seen minor changes in spatial configuration but has experienced changes in both transport modal split and the provision of cycling infrastructure. This has allowed us to study the interactions between the changes in overall cycling volume and the changes in cycling infrastructure within a constant spatial configuration.

1. We proposed first to look at how cyclist movement patterns have changed overtime in the case study area which have witnessed a significant transport modal shift in the last 10 years through a cycling movement analysis and how this relate to changes in cycling infrastructure and spatial configuration.

2. We then proposed a cyclist movement model where aggregate cyclists movement would be associated to spatial configuration and cyclists infrastructure for the same gate locations in 2003 and 2012.

3.1 Cyclist movement model

The following section will describe in more detail the second stage of the research approach where aggregate cyclist movement is correlated with three criteria named accessibility and transport, safety and infrastructure, character and land use through a multiple variable regression model following previous research. (Radford Gil and Chiaradia 2005) The method of ordinary least square (OLS) is used for the estimation of the linear multiple variable regression model.

\[ \text{Log Cyclists movement} = \sum \beta_1 \text{Accessibility} + \sum \beta_2 \text{Safety} + \sum \beta_3 \text{Character} + \epsilon \]

\textit{Equation 1}
For each criterion a series of variables are explored in the case study. As a proof of concept, this assessment method offers the flexibility to incorporate different levels and kinds of evidence for each criterion. Future research should include variables specifying route pleasantness and level of infrastructure intervention. As this model assumes a simple linear relationship between the independent and dependent variable, further research is needed in model specification.

**Figure 1** Cyclist movement model

**Chart 2** Cyclist movement model variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility and transport</td>
<td>Space Syntax NA Choice</td>
<td>Space Syntax Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space Syntax NA Integration</td>
<td>Space Syntax Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barclays Cycle Hire</td>
<td>TfL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and infrastructure</td>
<td>London Cycle Network</td>
<td>TfL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Cycle Superhighway</td>
<td>TfL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cycling landscape provision (lanes and marked)</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>Active and retail land use</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of vehicular lanes</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character and Land use</td>
<td>Active and retail land use</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Accessibility and transport

Accessibility or distances to certain attractions had previously been identified as a key criterion in influencing cycling route choice. Three measures of accessibility have been proposed for the cyclist movement model; space syntax integration measure, space syntax choice measure, and access to number of Barclays Cycle hire within a set search radius. The chart below summarises the key variables for this criteria.
3.2.1 Space Syntax accessibility measures

In a space syntax network model, each segment of a street network is analysed using the computer software UCL Depthmap developed by Alasdair Turner, Eva Friedrich and Tasos Varoudis (Turner 2004). Two measures that relate to the urban environment most commonly computed in space syntax which will be used in this study are:

Space syntax segment angular Integration measures the reciprocal of the sum of the shortest path between every origins \((i)\) to every destination \((k)\), i.e. To movement potential of this street segment (Freeman 1977; Hillier and Iida 2005).

\[
C_e(P_i) = (\sum_k d_{ik})^{-1}
\]

*Equation 2*

Space syntax segment angular choice measures how many times paths overlap between all pairs of origins and destinations, i.e. Through movement potential of this street segment (Freeman1977; Hillier and Iida 2005).

\[
C_B(P_i) = \sum_j \sum_k g_{jk}(P_i)/g_{jk}(j < k)
\]

*Equation 3*

This research will not use angular segment choice as specified in Hillier and Iida paper but rather follows the recent adoption of normalised angular choice (Hillier et al 2012). The normalisation of the choice measure is applied to each segment as specified below:

\[
NA Ch_i = \log(\text{angular choice}_i + 1)/\log(\text{angular Total Depth}_i + 3)
\]

*Equation 4*

The following radiuses are included in the selection process of the cyclist movement model; 1200 metres, 2000 metres, 3000 metres, 5000 metres and \(N\).

3.2.2 London Barclays Cycle Hire accessibility

London Barclays Cycle Hire is a public cycle sharing scheme in London launched in 2010 from Transport for London and operated by Serco Group. (TfL 2013c) There are currently approximately 8,000 Barclay cycles and 570 cycle hire stations in the city. This variable is defined as how many cycle hire docks are available within 100m and 200m from the gate location. Cycle hire usage has not been included.
3.3 Safety and infrastructure

Safety and infrastructure had previously been identified as a key criterion in influencing cycling route choice. Four measures of perceived safety based on cycling infrastructure have been incorporated for the cyclist movement model. This includes; the location of London Cycle Network, London Cycle Superhighway, London cycling landscape provision and the number of vehicular lanes. More research is needed in disaggregating this variable into differing cycling landscape quality and defining a landscape quality index with differing levels of interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Cycle Network</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>TfL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Cycle Superhighway</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>TfL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling Landscape provision</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicular lanes</td>
<td>0 to 8 lanes</td>
<td>Google streetview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1 London Cycle Network

Currently there are over 600km of London Cycle Network routes in London.\(^1\) The implementation of a London Cycle network can range from segregated cycle tracks which are off-carriage way to Cycle lanes, to shared paths with pedestrians, to motor traffic speed reduction, to road markings and to rectification of potholes. (LCN 2013) This variable is specified as a dummy variable where 0 indicate not on London Cycle Network and 1 indicate the gate is located on London Cycle Network.

3.3.2 London Cycle Superhighway

London Cycle Superhighway was announced by Ken Livingstone in 2008 with the aim of creating continuous cycling routes into central London. There are a total of 12 routes planned and as of 2012, only three routes are in used; this includes CS3, CS7 and CS2. Safety, priority and junction design are important consideration in the design of the Superhighways. The image below illustrates all the London Cycle Superhighway in the city and a photo describing the dedicated blue lanes for cyclist. This variable is specified as a dummy variable where 0 indicate the gate is not on London Cycle Superhighway and 1 indicates the gate is located on London Cycle Network.

![London Cycle Superhighways](TfL_2013B)

---

\(^1\) S Law, F Sakr and M Martinez: Measuring the changes in aggregate cycling patterns between 2003 and 2012 from a space syntax perspective
3.3.3 Cycling landscape (segregated lanes, lanes and marked included)
A third derived measure of safety is the cycling landscape infrastructure provision. This dataset has been gathered and observed directly from Google Streetview. Routes with provision of cycling landscape includes all routes that are marked with a cycling sign on the surface, a dedicated cycle lane that is part of the street network or a dedicated cycle lane that is segregated cycle lane from the street network have all been included. (TfL 2005) This variable is defined as a dummy variable where 0 indicate the gate does not have any cycling landscape infrastructure and 1 indicate the gate has some form of cycling landscape infrastructure. At the moment, routes with cycling landscape will include most of the routes identified in London Cycling Network and London Cycle Superhighways.

3.3.4 Number of vehicular lanes
A fourth derived measure of safety is the number of vehicular lanes per segment. This dataset has been gathered from Google Streetview. Number of lanes is counted for each segment in both directions. This variable is defined as a discrete variable between 0 to 8 lanes on the specified gate location.

3.4 Character and Landuse
The character and land use of the route has previously been identified to influence cycling route choice. Instead of a stated value of character, a measure of perceived character based on land use has been incorporated for the cyclist movement model. Therefore this takes into consideration the location of retail and active land use, where 0 indicates no active land use and 1 indicates existence of active land use. More research is needed in further quantifying this criterion of to include vistas, green coverage and quality of public spaces as a perceived quality of character.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail active land use</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>Google Streetview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1 Active land use
The presence of active land uses along a cycling route improves convenience, the sense of security and the urban vitality of a route. It also increases the opportunities for economic transactions, as it is more likely that cyclist would to stop by on their way instead of diverting their route to consume. Again, this variable is defined as a dummy variable where 0 indicate no retail and/or active land use and 1 indicate retail and/or active land use. More research is needed in the specification of this variable to include the frequency and diversity of land use.

4.0 Elephant and Castle Case study
This section analyses the Elephant and Castle data set. The first stage is the cyclist movement analysis that describes the spatial configuration of the study area, its land use distribution and its cyclist movement pattern for both 2003 and 2012. The diagram below illustrates the differences between the two time periods for the Elephant and Castle case study. The second stage is a cyclist movement model where we regress cyclist movement with the variables identified in section three.
4.1 Background

Elephant and Castle is located in London Borough of Southwark. The study area is bordered by Kennington Road, Lambeth Road, Great Dover Street and New Kent Road. The map below illustrates the study area for the case study and the existing cycling routes in the study area. The dark blue line represents the London Cycle Superhighway 07 (CS7) which covers the route from Colliers Wood to Southwark Bridge. The light blue line is the London Cycle Network Route 02 that runs from Brook Drive (Imperial War Museum) to Deptford. The red one is the London Cycle Network Route 23, from Southwark Bridge to Crystal Palace. The London Green Links (green lines on the map) are a walking & cycling network known as the Elephant & Castle Green Links as proposed in the April 2012 Framework from Southwark.
4.2 Space syntax measures and land use distribution of study area

A spatial network model for the case study was provided by Space Syntax Limited and has been constructed based on the road centre line segment model. (Turner 2007) The space syntax choice map (Fig.6) are visualised using the colour spectrum: red for high accessibility through to orange, yellow, green and blue for areas with low accessibility. Looking to the spatial accessibility of the area, it was found that high volume of pedestrians, vehicles and cyclists align with highly accessible street segments, the radials converging at the Elephant & Castle - Walworth Road, New Kent Road, Elephant & Castle, St George’s Road, London Road and Newington Causeway. The figure also indicates a stronger association between active land use with highly accessible routes than with less accessible routes.

![Figure 6 Left: Space syntax normalised choice Right: Land use distribution of the case study area](image)

4.3 Cycling movement pattern

In order to understand the existing cycling movement pattern of the area, two sets of observational studies have been conducted in 2003 and 2012. In 2003, the observation was taken in over 50 locations in the area. Human observers recorded cyclist’s movement for five minutes each hour from 10:00 hours to 20:00 hours. Differently, in 2012 camera-based cyclist movement survey were carried out in 22 different locations throughout the day, from 07:00 to 19:00 on Tuesday 21st August 2012. On that day, the weather was dry and overcast. For the survey 5 minute directional counts were extracted at each location every half hour. Later on, the results were transformed into hourly movement rates. There are 21 locations where there are overlaps between the 2003 and 2012 observations. The diagram below shows these gate locations. Cyclists flows are visualised using the colour spectrum: red for high movement levels through to orange, yellow, green and blue for areas with low movement level. The figure below shows the recorded average daily pedestrian flow per hour on a weekday for both 2003 on the left and 2012 on the right using the same ranges for visualisation. Both of these data have been gathered by Space Syntax Limited.
4.3.1 Active land use
The 2003 cyclist movement pattern shows high levels of cyclist movement on the primary routes in the network — Newington Butts, Walworth Road and New Kent Road — where the radials converge in Elephant & Castle. In contrast, movement rates are significantly lower in the secondary network, between the radials and especially in residential streets. Therefore, this distribution confirms cyclist’ preference for direct and highly accessible routes in the street network. The highest footfall of 60+ is along Elephant and Castle, Newington Butts and New Kent Road, 40-60 cyclist per hour along St.George’s Road, London Road and Walworth Road and the rest of the routes below 40 cyclist per hour.

4.3.2 Cycling movement pattern 2012
The 2012 cyclist movement pattern shows an overall increase in volume as compared to 2003 cyclist movement pattern. In contrast, cyclist movement distribution increased significantly on Elliot’s Row, which is part of London Cycle Superhighway CS7. During the morning period the dominant movement follows Newington Butts, Elephant and Castle and Newington Causeway heading north towards Southwark Bridge and London Bridge. An important secondary movement line was recorded along Elliott’s Row, Princess Street, Ontario Street and Southwark Bridge, which overlaps with CS7. Medium levels of cyclist movement were recorded on the Northern Roundabout radials: London Road, St. George’s Road and New Kent Road as well as
Walworth Road leading onto the Southern Roundabout.

4.3.3 Comparing cycling movement pattern between 2003 and 2012

Taking all into consideration, a comparison between 2003 and 2012’s cycling numbers shows a 600% average cycling activity increase in the area. Elliot’s Road, along a quiet but segregated section of CS7, recorded the largest increment. However, when taken as a whole, 68% of cyclist prefers to use the Elephant & Castle route over Elliot’s Row along London Superhighway CS7 between the Northern and Southern roundabout. This behaviour is in line with previous research findings where commuter cyclist prefers to use major routes offering direct connections to secondary quiet roads despite the introduction of dedicated cycling lanes along the cycling superhighway. The figure below shows in pink 2003 AM peak and PM peak movement and in blue 2012 AM peak and PM peak movement for five street segments in the study area.

Chart 5 Cyclist movement comparison for 6 streets between 2003 and 2012

The difference between the most accessible route over the most comfortable route persist throughout the day as indicated in the figure below. It shows cycling movement distribution across time where the X axis shows the time period and Y axis shows the average cyclist per hour. The red line show the Elephant and Castle route, the blue line show Elliott’s Row on CS7, the green line shows average cyclist movement for all gates. Qualitatively, faster commuter cyclists were observed more on Elephant and Castle whilst slower non commuter cyclists were observed on CS7.
Lastly, correlation between observed cyclist movement in 2003 and 2012 reveals strong preferences for new cyclists in 2012 to use the most accessible routes as in 2003 with a coefficient of determination R-square of 58% and adjusted R-square of 54%. Other than one instances, the gates with cycle superhighway are all above the regression line indicating the differences in distribution between the two periods are possibly caused by cyclist’s infrastructure. Statistically, this preference for the same route between observed cyclists in the two time periods correspond to the long tail scaling distribution of movement patterns where the majority of cyclists are on the minority of the segments. (Jiang 2007) Routes that are preferred overtime are also routes that are faster for cyclists to traverse requiring less cognitive information or in space syntax terms the least angular costs. (Turner 2000; Dalton 2001; Hillier and Iida 2005) Further research is needed into clarifying this relationship overtime.
5.0 Cyclist movement model regression results

In accordance to previous research, cyclist movement is first correlated against space syntax accessibility measures. Second, a multiple variable regression model is applied through a stepwise regression process in selecting the most suitable cyclist movement model. Linear multiple variable regression model is applied where regression results are reported and normality assumptions checked. Only the gates that have overlapped between 2003 and 2012 are chosen for the cyclist movement model.

5.1 Spatial measure regression results

The graph below illustrates the correlation coefficient between cyclist movement for both 2003 and 2012 with different spatial accessibility measures. The results suggest first, higher radius accessibility measures correlates to cyclist movement better than lower radius accessibility measures. Secondly, higher correlations were achieved in 2012 as compared to the same gates for 2003. This might be attributed to generally low cyclist movement generally in 2003 which have gates with zero cyclist. Thirdly, integration measure explains cyclist movement positively and in some case slightly better than choice measure. Both Integration Radius N and Normalised Choice Radius N are applied in the next step in selecting the most suitable cyclist movement model through the stepwise regression process.

Chart 7 Cyclist movement correlation spatial measure comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cycling movement 2003</th>
<th>Cycling movement 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NACHR1200</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACHR2000</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACHR3000</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACHR5000</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACHRN</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntR1200</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntR2000</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntR3000</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntR5000</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntRN</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Stepwise regression results

The chart below illustrates a stepwise regression selection process between Log cyclists movement and Normalised Choice Radius N with all the variables in the cyclist movement model for 2012 as illustrated in section 3. The stepwise regression optimises for a model that best correlate with cyclist movement. The results suggest that the most suitable cyclist movement model is a combination of normalised choice N and the dummy variable of London Cycle Superhighway and the number of lanes. Due to high correlation between number of lanes (supply) and accessibility (demand) only Normalised Choice and London Cycle Superhighway are selected for the cyclist movement model. The integration RN measures achieve a lower fit and correlation in combination with the London Cycle Superhighway variable.
5.3 Cyclist movement model regression results

The most suitable cyclist movement model in correlating with cyclist movement consists of Normalised Choice RN and the London Cycle Superhighway dummy variable. The model assumes a linear multiple regression model where Log cyclists movement is regressed against accessibility and cycle superhighway.

\[
\log(\text{Cyclists movement}_i) = \beta_1 \text{Accessibility}_i + \alpha_i \text{Cycle Superhighway}_i + \epsilon_i
\]

Equation 5

The method of ordinary least square (OLS) is used for the estimation of the linear multiple variable regression model where the assumption of the normality of residuals and collinearity is checked. The regression results using OLS are presented below.

The result suggests a high correlation of 65% R-square or 62% adjusted R-square between cyclist movement with the combination of Normalised Choice Radius N and London Cycle Superhighway. The higher t-ratio and lower P-value for Normalised choice also suggests accessibility has stronger influences than the London Cycle Superhighway variables. These results correspond to our earlier finding from the cyclist movement analysis where despite the improvements in cycling landscape, accessibility of the route is a more important factor in...
explaining aggregate cyclist movement. For robustness purposes, interactions between independent variables have been tested. This includes interactions between the choice and the cycle highway variable and an exponential form for the choice variable. (Choice*Cycle superhighway; Choice*Choice) The R-square improves to 69%. Due to the small sample size these results are not conclusive and therefore not reported formally.

6.0 Key findings

Taking all into consideration, some results can be pointed out. First, cyclists prefer to use the most continuous routes when there is a change in cycling volume and modal shift. This suggests a process where new cyclists whom have switch transport modes prefer to use the most accessible and least angular routes. This behaviour is in line with previous research where commuting cyclists prefer to use major routes offering direct connections over less direct routes. Statistically, this preference for the same route corresponds to the scaling distribution of movement in spatial networks where the majority of cyclist movement is on the minority of the segments. Second, cycling landscape provision can also increases the usage of a route significantly as illustrated by the introduction of London Cycle Superhighway 07 along Elliot’s Row. This behaviour is also in line with previous research where cyclist prefers to use safer routes with more cycling landscape infrastructure provision. Thirdly, proportionally cyclist still prefers to use more direct routes over a less direct route with improvement in cycling landscape. This preference on the most accessible route over the most comfortable route persists throughout the day in this case study. To end, the evidence in the research suggests to optimise the efficiency of cycling infrastructure, improving cycling infrastructure in more spatially accessible location is therefore recommended. An important limitation to this research is the small sample size. Thus future research is recommended to collect a larger sample size and identifying the extent on cyclist’s preference between comfort and accessibility. More research is needed in the statistics particularly the specification of the regression model and its functional form. Lastly, future research is needed on better understanding cycling route choice at a disaggregated scale in continuation from previous research. (Radford et al 2005)

Notes

1 London Cycle Network programme started in 1995 to designate and improve cycling routes in the city. LCN+ was established in 2000 to extend and improve the network. More information can be found in www.londoncyclenetwork.org.uk concerning the definition and the landscape provision for the London Cycle network.

2 London Cycle Superhighway was announced by Ken Livingstone in 2008 with the aim of creating continuous cycling routes into central London. Cycle Superhighways are designed to be direct, continuous, comfortable, easy to find and safe. More information can be found in http://www.tfl.gov.uk/roadusers/cycling/11901.aspx
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